Background: Allelic specific expression (ASE) increases our understanding of the genetic control of gene expression and its links to phenotypic variation. ASE testing is implemented through binomial or beta-binomial tests of sequence read counts of alternative alleles at a cSNP of interest in heterozygous individuals. This requires prior ascertainment of the cSNP genotypes for all individuals. To meet the needs, we propose hidden Markov methods to call SNPs from next generation RNA sequence data when ASE possibly exists. Results: We propose two hidden Markov models (HMMs), HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE that consider or do not consider ASE, respectively, in order to improve genotyping accuracy. Both HMMs have the advantages of calling the genotypes of several SNPs simultaneously and allow mapping error which, respectively, utilize the dependence among SNPs and correct the bias due to mapping error. In addition, HMM-ASE exploits ASE information to further improve genotype accuracy when the ASE is likely to be present. Simulation results indicate that the HMMs proposed demonstrate a very good prediction accuracy in terms of controlling both the false discovery rate (FDR) and the false negative rate (FNR). When ASE is present, the HMM-ASE had a lower FNR than HMM-NASE, while both can control the false discovery rate (FDR) at a similar level. By exploiting linkage disequilibrium (LD), a real data application demonstrate that the proposed methods have better sensitivity and similar FDR in calling heterozygous SNPs than the VarScan method. Sensitivity and FDR are similar to that of the BCFtools and Beagle methods. The resulting genotypes show good properties for the estimation of the genetic parameters and ASE ratios. Conclusions: We introduce HMMs, which are able to exploit LD and account for the ASE and mapping errors, to simultaneously call SNPs from the next generation RNA sequence data. The method introduced can reliably call for cSNP genotypes even in the presence of ASE and under low sequencing coverage. As a byproduct, the proposed method is able to provide predictions of ASE ratios for the heterozygous genotypes, which can then be used for ASE testing.
Background
RNAseq is revolutionizing transcriptome analyses [1] . While RNAseq is typically used for transcript-centric analysis, where differential expression of genes or transcripts is tested between treatments or tissues [2] , recently, RNAseq has been increasingly utilized for nucleotide-centric inferences such as, for coding SNP (cSNP) discovery [3] , for cSNP genotyping to estimate population parameters [4] or for allelic specific expression [5, 6] .
ASE is particularly promising because it illuminates the genetic control of gene expression and its links to phenotypic variation [7] . In general, ASE testing is implemented through binomial or beta-binomial tests of counts of alternative alleles in reads aligned to cSNPs of interest in heterozygous individuals [8] . Some algorithms and models have been specifically tailored to perform this inference using RNAseq data [8] [9] [10] [11] , but most of them require prior ascertainment of cSNP genotypes to extract read counts for heterozygous sites or they require RNAseq or genomic sequence on parents of the individuals used for ASE testing to reliably infer cSNP genotypes. Moreover, most models do not include biological replication and assume either a single replicate or treat all biological replicates alike and collapse counts down to the nucleotide level. These assumptions may not be too restrictive in F1 crosses of inbred strains of individuals of model organisms [12] for which exhaustive sequence resources are available and biological variation is minimal, but they become more problematic for outbred populations and their crosses [13] and even for crosses of inbred lines when the purpose is to focus on individual variation in ASE for breeding [14] or population genetics inferences [15] .
In the above cases, genotypes are called first from RNAseq using models designed for calling SNP from genomic sequence data [16] [17] [18] [19] , but there is a concern that extreme allelic imbalance could cause a heterozygous SNP to be mislabeled as homozygous or even not called at all, especially when coverage is low, as happens with low expressed genes [11, 15] . This type of error is also present when calling SNP from pooled DNA samples where the expected allele frequency differs from 0, 0.5 and 1, as modeled in most SNP calling programs [20] . Moreover, while mislabeling a heterozygote as homozygote will not affect the estimation of the ASE ratio, it leads to loss in power. This is particularly important when working with outbred populations or their crosses, where the number of heterozygote individuals may be limited if the frequency of the minor allele is low. As a way to mitigate this problem, the use of phased haplotypes has been proposed [11] , with the purpose of more reliably calling genotypes by exploiting linkage disequilibrium and minimizing the chances of missing heterozygote individuals. Exploitation of linkage disequilibrium is important because it has the potential to call SNP genotypes more accurately even with low expressed genes due to low sequence coverage.
In this paper, we concentrate on the problem of ascertaining the cSNP genotype when ASE is likely to be present. The HMM methods we propose improve genotyping accuracy by accounting for allelic imbalance, exploiting LD and allowing for mapping error. The hidden Markov approach has several advantages. First, it can model multiple SNPs simultaneously and their dependence through underlying hidden variables. Simultaneous modeling allows the HMM to make use of more data to estimate global parameters than a single SNP method. This results in increased accuracy in SNP calling especially in low expressed transcripts with low coverage. Second, the HMM is easy to implement through an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. Third, the HMM is very flexible. For example, it can be adapted to all kinds of modeling to account for individual variation in ASE ratios and sequence mapping errors. Fourth, the HMM is a likelihood based approach that can be easily used to make statistical inference. Consistency and asymptotic normality [21] can be established under some regularity conditions. The likelihood ratio approach may also be applied directly. Although HMM has been used successfully to identify copy number variations [22, 23] , it has not been applied to identify genotypes from RNA sequence data when allele specific expression exists. The proposed HMMs are immediately applicable after the SNPs are identified and locations are ascertained by existing software (e.g. VarScan). A comparison of existing software can be found in [18] This paper is organized as follows. In the Methods section, we introduce HMM-ASE for calling the underlying genotype while predicting the ASE status; HMM-NASE will be introduced as a special case. In the Results section, we present simulation results for the prediction of the underlying SNP, using HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE first. Then a real data analysis is used to demonstrate the method proposed and compare it to other popular methods such as VarScan [17] , BCFtools [19] and Beagle [24] . Concluding remarks are given in the Conclusion and Discussion section. We also provide Additional file 1 for additional details of the EM algorithms and some additional numerical results. A manual for the R package HMMASE can be found at http://www.stt.msu.edu/users/ pszhong/HMMASE.html.
Methods
The purpose of this Section is to introduce HMM-ASE, which can infer the underlying genotypes and predict SNP with ASE simultaneously using the RNA counts from the next generation sequence data. The introduction of HMM-NASE will be given as a special case at the end of this Section. Let X il = (X il1 , X il2 , X il3 , X il4 ) T be observed allele specific RNA counts of the l-th SNP for l = 1, · · · , L and the i-th individual (i = 1, · · · , n), where X il1 , X il2 , X il3 , X il4 represent observed counts for A, C, G and T, respectively. Let n il = 4 j=1 X ilj be the total counts at the l-th SNP of the i-th individual.
To simplify the notation, we will introduce the proposed HMM-ASE method for a bi-allelic SNP. The extension to other cases can be done in a similar manner. Without loss of generality, consider two possible alleles A and T. There are three possible genotypes, two homozygous AA and TT, and one heterozygous AT. For the heterozygous genotype, we also wish to predict if an allelic specific expression exists for alleles A and T. Specifically, we want to further classify the heterozygous genotypes AT into three states AT-NASE (heterozygous without ASE), AT-ASE-HIGH (heterozygous with ASE, with reads of A more than T) and AT-ASE-LOW (heterozygous with ASE, with reads of T more than A). For convenience, let G il represent the (hidden) combination of genotype and allelic specific status at the position l (l = 1, · · · , L) for the i-th individual where
1 for "AA"; 2 for "AT-NASE"; 3 for "AT-ASE-HIGH"; 4 for "AT-ASE-LOW"; 5 for "TT"
where "AT-NASE" means the combination of genotype "AT" and non-allelic specific expression (NASE); "AT-ASE" means the combination of genotype "AT" and allelic specific expression (ASE). Given the observed RNA counts {X il : i = 1, · · · , n; l = 1, · · · , L}, we wish to predict the underlying genotypes G il for all i and l. This prediction simultaneously determines the genotypes and the ASE status of each SNP.
Assume that sequence error exists in X il so that all alleles are possibly observed. The read counts X il are generated from a hierarchical model, which is determined by a hidden genotype G il and allele specific ratio δ il . That is, given n il and δ il ,
where p(δ il , e) represents the probability vector of multinomial distribution, δ il represents the allelic specific ratio, e is used to account for the mapping error. Given δ il , the probabilities of observing a read as A, C, G or T are specified in the following probability vector
The ASE ratios δ il is a random variable that is generated from a distribution depending on G il = k in the following ways
where I {δ il =a} represents a discrete random variable with probability mass one on point a, and B (S,U) (α, β) (S < U) is a rescaled beta distribution taking values within (S, U) which has a probability density function
where Beta(α, β) is the beta function with parameters α and β. Further, we assume that δ il are independent given G il . As a usual HMM model, we assume the hidden states {G il : l = 1, · · · , L} follows a Markov process to allow dependence among the observed counts X il s. The transition probability among underlying genotypes G il is assumed to be
with initial probabilities P(G i1 = k) = π ik and M = 5. One may note that the transition probabilities in (0.6) do not depend on the distances between SNPs, which motivates us to extend the transition probability matrix as a function of the distance between adjacent SNPs. The details of this extension and the associated algorithm are summarized in Additional file 1. Denote the observed RNA counts data (incomplete) to be
Then the posterior probability of G il = k given X = {X 1 , · · · , X n }, i.e., P(G il = k|X), will be used for predicting the underlying genotypes and simultaneously infer the allelic specific status at the l-th SNP for the i-th individual. The posterior probability P(G il |X) can be computed by Bayes' formula
where
T is all the possible underlying genotypes combinations on the L positions.
To obtain the posterior probability in (0.7), we note the probabilities P(X, G i ) and P(X) depend on a vector of unknown parameters θ = (α 1 , β 1 , α 2 , β 2 , e, A) T , where A = (a kk ) are parameters in the transition matrix. We will use maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) to estimate θ . We can find the MLEs of θ by an EM algorithm [25, 26] . To this end, we introduce the following complete data corresponding to the observed data X,
The likelihood function for the complete data is
where f X (X il |G il ) is the conditional density of X il given G il obtained from (0.2) and (0.4) whose explicit forms can be found in the Additional file 1 and
. The details of the EM algorithm can be found in the Additional file 1. We implemented the EM algorithm by a forward and backward method [27] . Further details about the forward and backward algorithm can be found in the Additional file 1. The HMM-NASE method could be considered as a simplification of the HMM-ASE method. The difference between HMM-NASE and HMM-ASE is that HMM-NASE does not consider the possible existence of ASE. As a result, the underlying genotypes of HMM-NASE only contain three states AA,TT and AT-NASE, which means that G il in (0.1) can only have three possible values 1,2 and 5. The emission probability will be (0.3) with k set to be 1,2 and 5 in (0.4). Then the above forward backward algorithm is still applicable except that the unknown parameter is reduced to θ = (e, A) T .
The real data analyzed in this paper were collected by [28] . The experimental procedures were approved by the All University Committee on Animal Use and Care at Michigan State University (AUF# 09/03-114-00).
Results

Simulation study
We performed a simulation study to demonstrate the proposed HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE methods. The underlying genotypes of SNPs were generated with the linkage disequilibrium (LD) information. Assume that LD(d) is the LD between two SNPs with distance d, which is a known function of d. For simplicity, in this simulation, we assume that the LD is a constant function of d and each SNP has only two possible alleles: either A or T. The genotypes were generated by combining two independent haplotypes.
Let S il be the allele (either A or T) at the l-th SNP for the i-th individual. The marginal probabilities for A and T are P(S il = A) = p A· = p ·A and P(S il = T) = p T · = p ·T respectively. For any pair of SNPs which are next to each other in the position, the joint probability mass is defined as P(S il = x, S i(l+1) = y) = p xy where x, y are either A or T.
Note that the LD(d) is then defined as
Hence p AA , p AT , p TA and p TT can be computed once LD(d), p A· and p ·A are given. We generated each side (a haplotype) of the SNP sequences independently. Both sides are generated by the following three steps:
(a) Set l = 1 and generate a random variable
We then generated total read counts n il = 4 k=1 X ilk from a Negative Binomial (NB) distribution independently for at each SNP l = 1, · · · , L and individual i = 1, · · · , n. Conditional on the underlying genotype and the total RNA counts, we generated the allele specific RNA counts X il through the hierarchical model given in (0.2) through (0.4). For illustration purpose, we considered a data set that was generated only by 4 underlying states in the simulation. Namely, AA, AT-NASE, AT-ASE-HIGH and TT, where the distribution of the allele specific ratio δ il for the AT-ASE-HIGH state was changed to a Beta(α, β) distribution where we set α = 30, β = 10 such that the mode and center of the beta distribution is concentrated around 0.75.
The following scenarios were used in the simulation. We designed three different numbers of individuals (n): 6, 12 and 24, and two different numbers of SNP (L): 10 and 100. For each of the above six individual/SNP combinations, the total number of reads were simulated from negative binomial distributions NB(λ, 0.4) with five different λ values: 8, 16, 24, 32 and 56 as well as two different values for LD: 0.5 and 0.8. We did 10 replications for each of the above combinations. We measured the performance of the proposed method by empirical false discovery rate (EFDR) and empirical false negative rate (EFNR), where were defined, respectively, as The proposed HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE were applied to the above scenarios. Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the EFDR and EFNR for both methods in the case with 10 SNPs. The first and second columns of both tables represent the values of λ and LD. The larger the value of λ, the larger the average of the RNA counts. On one hand, HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE share some similarity. By increasing the value of λ, the EFDR and EFNR of both HMMs were smaller with lower variability (smaller standard deviation). Increasing the LD value led to better predictions, which shows that both HMMs made use of the LD information in predicting genotypes. Specifically, one can see that the EFDR and EFNR rates were improved with increased LD when λ is relative small. On the other hand, the EFNR rates of HMM-NASE in Table 2 were almost always consistently larger than the EFNR rates from HMM-ASE in the same table while the EFDR (Table 1) of HMM-ASE were slightly higher than those of HMM-NASE when λ is relative small. This demonstrates that HMM-ASE has better sensitivity than HMM-NASE in heterozygote SNP genotypes from RNAseq data when ASE is likely present because ASE is considered in HMM-ASE. To better illustrate these two methods, Figure 1 compared the EFDR and EFNR for HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE methods when n = 24. Finally, we assessed the effect of increasing the size of the SNP block on HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE results. We repeated the simulations using 100 SNP blocks. The results are presented in Tables 3 and 4 . For the LD structure, coverage and sample sizes used in this simulation, there was virtually no significant difference in error rates compared to the results using a smaller SNP block. This suggests that small SNP blocks are as efficient as larger blocks in utilizing the advantage of LD. Thus, we prefer using small blocks to reduce the computation load. In addition, we also observed that the number of individuals used in the simulation only had minor effects on the EFDR and EFNR with differences well within the range of standard errors.
Simulation conditional on haplotypes from real data
To make the haplotype structures in the simulation data more realistic, we randomly selected hayplotype structures from a real data in the pig resource population [28] to create the genotypes. Conditional on the genotypes, we generated the counts data using the same methods as those in Tables 1, 2 , 3 and 4. Results of the EFDR and EFNR of the HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE methods are shown in Table 5 . HMM-ASE still maintained a low level EFDR and EFNR indicating that the HMM-ASE method is robust to the change of underlying haplotype structures. But the EFNR of the HMM-NASE method was higher in Table 5 , because HMM-NASE did not account for the ASE, which exists in the simulated data. To confirm this, we further generated counts without ASE (ASE ratios=0.5), the results are summarized in Table 6 . Both the HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE methods performed well in this case, suggesting that the HMM-NASE method is robust to the change of haplotype structures but not to the existence of ASE. This confirms the importance of developing the HMM-ASE method.
Real data analysis
Assessing accuracy of heterozygote calling rates Called cSNP genotypes were compared to gold-standards or true genotypes. In the simulation, the true genotype was readily available. For the real data analysis, genotypes obtained from a DNA SNP chip were used as a gold standard to evaluate the performance of cSNP calling and genotyping. The EFDR and Sensitivity were computed to assess the accuracy of genotype calling where Sensitivity = # Heterozygotes called heterozygotes Total # of heterozygotes .
These measures are especially relevant when the intent of genotype calling is to perform ASE testing, because they focus on key heterozygous genotypes. EFDR and Sensitivity can be computed globally across all sites and individuals on a cSNP site basis. Comparison with alternative methods We applied the proposed HMMs, HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE, to a real RNAseq dataset and compared SNP genotype calls with those from VarScan, SAMtools+BCFtools and BEAGLE, well-known methods for SNP and mutation calling from sequence data. RNAseq data were available for 24 female pigs from an F2 cross of Duroc and Pietrain in our pig resource population [29] [30] [31] [32] . Pig breeds are outbred and show substantial variation in allele frequency, high linkage disequilibrium within breed and limited phase agreement between breeds [33] . These animals were part of a larger transcriptional profiling study [34] and had been selected because they showed extreme phenotypes for loin eye area (a trait of economic value) compared to their litter mates. SNP chip data were available from the 60K illumina chip [35] from a recent study. Genotype data from the chip were treated as a gold standard against which cSNP called with RNAseq were validated. RNA from each sample was reverse transcribed into cDNA, fragmented and labeled to generate 24 barcoded libraries that were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 (100 bp, paired-end reads). Each library was sequenced in four lanes with the raw read data consisting of 96 pairs of fastq files (4 per sample) containing approximately 15million short-reads (100 bp) each. Those fastq files were pre-processed using FASTX toolkit (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/) and FASTQC (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac. uk/projects/fastqc/) to assess read quality. Then, Tophat [36] was used for mapping the reads to the reference genome (Sus scrofa 10.2.69 retrieved from the Ensembl database) using an index generated by Bowtie2 [37] . The aligned records were stored in BAM/SAM format [38] . Alignment statistics and base coverage were calculated for each file using SAMTools [38] . Initially coding SNP discovery and genotyping were done with VarScan [17] . First, a base alignment file (.mpileup) for each covered position was obtained for each chromosome using the mpileup option of SAMTools [19] and subsequently VarScan [17] was used to call genotypes and count reads mapping to each segregating allele. We focused on chromosome 13 and extracted counts of reads agreeing with reference (R) or alternative (A) allele with respect to the reference genome at putative 5364 cSNP discovered by VarScan, which included 65 SNPs represented in the 60K chip for which we had reliable genotype data. We segmented the SNP data into 65 brackets that included each of those SNP and their surrounding cSNPs. Each bracket was analyzed separately with our program because we expect that only closely linked cSNPs will benefit from our multi-SNP HMM model. There were a total of 1560 genotypes to impute (24 animals and 65 SNPs), 591 heterozygotes and 969 homozygotes. VarScan (Table 7) did not impute any homozygotes as heterozygotes (EFDR = 0), but it only correctly identified 449 of the 591 heterozygotes (Sensitivity= 0.76). This drop in sensitivity to detect heterozygotes was accounted for by the non-call rate (64/591=0.11) and wrongly calling 78 heterozygotes as homozygotes (0.14). The HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE had an EFDR=0.015 (9/(571+9)) and 2/(570+2)=0.0035, respectively. But the sensitivities were The data were generated without ASE, namely, all the heterozygous genes have ASE ratio 0.5. Their standard deviations shown in the parenthesis.
1.0 (detected all Heterozygotes) and 0.998, respectively if the restriction of having at least one read was imposed. Remarkably, even some genotypes without any reads were imputed correctly due to exploitation of zygotic disequilibrium. In this particular data set, HMM-ASE did not show additional advantage by considering ASE effects, indicating that modeling dependence is more important than modeling ASE. We also called cSNPs using two widely used algorithms: SAMtools+BCFtools and SAMtools+BCFtools+Beagle. SAMtools+BCFtools is probably the most commonly used algorithm for calling SNP, it calls SNP genotypes independently and its likelihood function assumes no ASE. When read counts are very low, SAMtools+BCFtools may not call SNP genotypes. Alternatively, BEAGLE uses the output from the previous algorithm and performs SNP calling by accounting for LD. Table 7 shows that these two methods were very similar to the proposed methods in terms of EFDR, which were 0.007 and 0.010, respectively. These two methods performed slightly better than HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE for SNPs with zero counts. But the proposed methods were slightly better than the SAMtools+BCFtools and Beagle methods for SNPs with non-zero counts (See Table  S .2 in Section 3 of the Additional file 1). Since the performance of HMM-ASE, HMM-NASE, SAMtools+BCFtools and Beagle methods were very similar in discovering heterozygous SNPs, we decided to proceed with HMM-ASE analysis after assigning non-calls to those genotypes without any read. Upon a SNP-by-SNP analysis of genotype calls, the low sensitivities obtained with the two programs (HMM-ASE and VarScan) for some markers can be largely explained by low coverage (Figure 2 ). In our HMM-ASE model, having at least 200 total reads (across all 24 individuals) produced sensitivities over 0.8 but the effect of these errors in final inferences is not clear. For example, if inferred genotypes are used for ASE, the effect of missing a heterozygote is lower power, while the effect of incorrectly imputing a homozygote as heterozygote could be biases in the estimated ASE (and false positive rate of ASE tests). Conversely, the two errors could potentially cancel out when using genotypes to estimate minor allelic frequency (MAF). Consequently, we proceeded to estimate MAF using ascertained genotypes and confirmed that HMM-ASE estimated MAF very precisely ( Figure 3 ) with a correlation of 0.94 with DNA chip based estimates. In order to assess the effect of genotype ascertainment on estimation and testing of ASE, we used heterozygous genotypes (either observed with chip or ascertained) and fit a beta-binomial model [39] to read counts. In fact, when working with HMM-ASE this would not be necessary because our method produced estimates of ASE parameters, but we used the beta-binomial model in order to separately assess the effect of genotype calling errors. In Figure 4 we observe that using genotypes ascertained with the HMM-ASE produced very accurate estimates of ASE. On the other hand, using heterozygote genotypes ascertained with VarScan also produced good agreement with those from chip data, except when the sensitivity was very low either because of calling heterozygotes as homozygotes or because of non-calling a genotype (horizontal points close to zero). These effects were even more obvious when looking at associated p-values. In that case, missing heterozygotes from the single SNP analysis program (in this case VarScan) substantially reduced significance ( Figure 5 ).
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we present HMM methods to call SNP genotypes in the presence of allelic imbalance by exploiting zygotic disequilibrium. In its present form, HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE require that cSNP locations have been previously ascertained and conditional on those it can accurately call their genotypes. Our program is particularly useful for cSNP genotyping after a SNP discovery step has been applied [18] . This is important because while many programs are tailored for cSNP discovery [18] and genotyping assuming allelic balance in heterozygotes, there is a need for accurate genotype calling by exploiting linkage disequilibrium in the presence of ASE in individuals from outbred populations [15] . HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE can use read counts of 4 bases or prefiltered biallelic counts. The biallelic option was used in the real data case because previous cSNP discovery using VarScan produced counts of reference and alternative alleles. A similar pre-processing step can be performed with a number of available programs [18] . The strength of HMM compared to other methods is that it can reliably call heterozygous cSNP genotypes even in the presence of ASE and under low sequencing coverage. Furthermore, by comparing to DNA-chip genotypes, genotypes produced using the proposed methods resulted in good estimates of ASE and MAF. This is important in population genetics that can use low-coverage sequence of many individuals in order to accurately estimate MAF, linkage disequilibrium and other population genomics parameters [33] . Another potential use of genotypes obtained from HMMs is to perform ASE testing [13] . Although not extensively studied in this first paper, HMM-ASE could be used to derive not only the cSNP genotypes but their ASE ratios. In its current form, HMM-ASE integrates out such information when calling genotypes, but further work in this area is warranted. An important part of implementing our HMM algorithm in HMM-ASE and HMM-NASE consists of segmenting the SNPs in groups that are tractable and informative. From the simulation study and real data analysis, we found that the HMM-NASE was very robust in terms of group segmentation but HMM-ASE was slightly more sensitive to the number of SNPs and the length of the segment. In particular, EFDR (genotyping homozygotes as heterozygotes) was slightly lower when the segment was 1kb long compared to 4 kb long. We experimented with many criteria to partition the SNPs in the real data set and found that the inferences were robust to the number of SNPs in the segment for a range of 2 to 25 SNPs over a 1/2 kb to 2 kb long segments. We only observed one SNP within a 1 kb segment containing 35 SNPs had slightly higher EFDR. Further inspection of the segment indicated that this region likely included SNPs from several transcripts and that the zygotic disequilibrium seemed to be low for SNPs on different transcripts. A possibility to mitigate this problem could be to group SNP by transcript by using bioinformatics tools such as the ensemble variation API [40] . Since this problem was sporadic (one segment) in our data set we believe that such an approach was not needed.
In summary, in this paper we present and evaluate an algorithm for calling SNP genotypes in the presence of allelic imbalance by exploiting linkage disequilibrium. The method is particularly suitable for calling cSNP from lowcoverage RNA-seq data and the resulting genotypes show good properties for estimation of genetic parameters and allelic ratios. We provide HMMASE, an R package to implement the proposed algorithm (http://www.stt.msu. edu/users/pszhong/HMMASE.html). Our algorithm performed better than VarScan and similarly to BCFtools and Beagle, indicating that the joint modeling of ASE and LD recovered important information although our algorithm did not use haplotypes information. Furthermore, our promising results encourage further research on extending the algorithm to incorporate haplotype structures and performing the ASE testing.
Availability of supporting data
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